Does it Matter?

The question has to be asked.
Why write a book on science in Colonial and early 20th century Australia?
Many historians believe they have this covered. Some
offer a dismissive observation that apart from the odd
ephemeral discovery, science in colonial Australia was
all about collecting trophies of a unique natural history
for British scientists. From this position their views
range through to the limiting idea that any discovery
was “utilitarian and localised,” as Ian Inkster and Jan
Todd put it (in Australian Science in the Making, 1988),
with a “pragmatic empirical emphasis”. The American
historian Donald Fleming seeing colonial science in
the context of the “absentee landlord” reached the
unflattering view that natural history for the colonial
scientist was “the ideal refuge from the more perilous
enterprise of embarking upon theoretical constructs by
which he would be pitched into naked competition with
the best scholars.”
Modern scientists absorbed by their trade see
contemporary Australian science as a post-World War
II phenomenon. I once shared these views, without
stopping to ask “Why?”. The answer to my question
comes out of concerns I had, to do with contemporary
Australian science. After fifty years as a biomedical
scientist I found a degree of uncertainty had crept in
about the contemporary populism that Australian
scientists play above their weight.
Changes I had seen in research and scientific achievement over fifty years were without doubt, dramatic. Many
were good! Technology and communication in science
were revolutionised. My PhD students could not believe
that in the 1960s, working on message expression in a
metazoan cell system, I was the “automation” in fraction
collection—sleeping in the laboratory with an alarm clock
to collect the next fraction eluted from a column—or that
when I needed a filter to detect immunofluorescence,
I made a perspex box (with the help of the Pathology
Museum) which I filled with a copper sulphate solution.
“P” values were calculated with a slide rule.
Perhaps this just shows my age and is a little self
serving, but my point is to contrast the position fifty years
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later, where the modern scientist can do a sequential
base analysis of your genome overnight (while she or he
is home with the kids) for a couple of hundred dollars,
and the astrophysicist anticipates a data load from the
One Square Kilometre Array in Western Australia of
1.5 petabytes, more than the entire Internet! There are
so many positives for working in science today. My
concern was that despite these huge advantages (and
perhaps, in part because of them) I had become uneasy
with respect to significant discovery, confused over
blurred career pathways open to bright, young people
and frankly a little angry about ineptitude in translating
discovery into product.
Bureaucracy was stifling innovation and research
momentum. Considerable and frankly generous funding
for research supported process rather than ideas. An
industry had arisen around control of research agendas,
packed with individuals who had not succeeded in
science or who had little understanding of what research
is all about. Such an environment was set up for political
interference. Witness the stifling of debate on critical
issues by the very institutions created to nurture ideas,
and the decline of the once great institution of the
CSIRO. Translational science was being subjected to
short term investment decisions geared to immediate
profit—with predictable outcomes for many good ideas.
Those same people who had not proven good scientists
became involved in running science programmes and
would pop up as “advisers” to industry and government.
Politically influenced agendas were the consequence.
Young scientists become disillusioned with lack of
independence and career paths, finding late in the piece
that the narrowness of their research training limits
opportunity. Of particular concern was the observation
that at every level from performance in science by
school students to excellence in research achievement,
Australian standards were falling! For example, most
Australians awarded the Nobel Prize in science over
the last century did the research in the first half of that

Planisphaerium Ptolemaicum in Harmonia Macrocosmica, A. Cellarius (1660/1708)
Western science as we know it can be given a start date of 1543, the publication date of the idea of a heliocentric solar system
by Nicolaus Copernicus, based on observation and limited measurements. Yet a century later in the most decorative of celestial
atlases, compiled by Andreas Cellarius, the Copernicus model (over the page) is presented alongside the 1500 year old Ptolemaic
view of a geocentric planetary system, an ambivalence reflecting church resistance.

period. I find that many of my colleagues share these
concerns.
How did this situation come about, and what can
be done about it? I wondered if there were systemic
issues and began looking at how science developed
within Australia from Colonial times. I am not a trained
historian, though I am deeply interested in the concept
that history informs us with respect to the evolution
of ideas and activities. Expecting little, I was surprised

to discover in our past an overarching philosophical
framework that merged science with nation building,
and a continuum whereby science and the scientific
method influenced most aspects of Australian life from
colonisation in 1788 to present times. Recognition of
this integration led to the idea that “science in Australia”
historically differed from science in Europe. What
happened in Australia could never have happened in
Europe, and recognising how this came about became a
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purpose of this book. It was about a philosophy and the
men and women who were able to live this philosophy
in a remote and isolated continent antipodal to Europe
with its hierarchical and restricted structures and
traditions. The philosophical framework was delivered
by the Enlightenment and colonial Australia was its
proof-of-concept experiment. The Enlightenment was a
European intellectual movement of the late 17th and 18th
century, emphasising reason and individualism rather
than tradition. The relationship between Enlightenment principles and the intertwined social and scientific
strands of Australian society was akin to the relationship
of Newton’s laws of motion and gravity to physics, and
Darwin’s natural selection to biology, as great unifying
principals. I argue that the Enlightenment provides a
mirror in which the development of science in Australia
can be viewed.
Returning to the disparaging opinions generally held
on Colonial and post-Federation science, discussed
above, I suggest that they fail to recognise two essential
truths.
The first truth is that in colonial Australia there was
a growth not seen elsewhere—from a gaol and isolated
outpost of imperial Britain with one thousand souls, to
an independent nation claiming the highest standard of
living in the world and a population of 3.5 million, in
little more than a century. This did not just happen. The
second truth is that there is a continuity in the pattern of
science from the time of Cook and Banks up until today,
and the Enlightenment is the connection.
To grasp the extent of the contribution of science in
the development of the Australian nation, it is instructive
to examine science in the context of its economic history.
Bernard Attard neatly summarises the economic history
of Australia in four phases: the Bridgehead Economy
(1788–1820); the Colonial Economy (1820–1930)—a
period of explosive agrarian growth; the Manufacturing
and Protected Economy (1891–1973); and Liberalisation
and Structural Change (1973 to the present). There is a
remarkable parallel with changing patterns of science.
The first two economic phases align with the Banks era
(1770–1820), and the era of applied science (1820–1920).
Economists attribute the “explosive growth” to a
“favourable climate” and the inability of Australia’s
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original population to restrain colonial expansion. By
Federation, Australia had by a number of criteria the
highest material standard of living in the world. Unlike
some other settler societies such as those of South
America and Africa, Australia kicked on to maintain
that status. Today it is placed only behind Norway
and Sweden on the “Human Development Index”.
(Norway’s and Sweden’s positions are due to clever use
of science.)
Attard explains Australia’s extraordinary rise and
retention of living standards in economic terms, as its
capacity “to respond to successive challenges to growth
by finding new opportunities for wealth creation with
a minimum of political disturbance, social conflict
or economic instability, while sharing rising national
incomes as widely as possible”. He concludes that the
Australians’ capacity to change is the basic ingredient of
their prosperity and hope for the future.
It is a fundamental concept of my thesis, that the
growth, success and capacity to adapt identified
by economists are an expression of Enlightenment
principles imbued from the time of Banks and Cook,
made possible by exceptional individuals who came to
make their lives in a remote and harsh land, and of the
scientific processes they used to survive and profit.
Back to the “truths”. Growth depended, as did
survival, on remarkable people, solving a constant
stream of novel problems, using the scientific method.
They first identified a problem that had to be solved,
then developed a strategy on how to solve it by empirical
data and experiment—the classic scientific method. Here
science was not owned by an elite scientist but rather was
a process involving “ordinary” people. We “professional
scientists” can be quite precious about what science is,
so it is useful to look briefly at what Western science is
all about.
The concept of science is a simple one. It is antithetical
to mysticism and tradition. It involves analysing the
natural world by observation and experiment. The way
science worked in Europe was very different to what
happened in 19th century Australia. Populations in
Europe had adapted to conditions over long ages. There
was a hierarchy based on inheritance and layered social
strata. There was little opportunity to stand out and

Planisphaerium Copernicanum in Harmonia Macrocosmia, A. Cellarius (1660)

make a difference. Innovation was for the privileged
few. Britain, developing domestically within European
limitations, would continue to benefit in science from
Australians and British born scientists who spent time
in Australia, whose success flowed from Australian
opportunity.
The association and link between science in Australia
and in Britain is clear—including the pattern of influence
of the Enlightenment, and (at least in the early Colonial
period) the fit due to its geography, isolation and unique
biology, that conformed Australia with the strengths
of British science. Review of the history of Western
science with a focus on Britain’s part shows that such

relationships were not happenstance. Importantly,
understanding what science meant and how it developed
to become an idea of the people and part of everyday
life helps us appreciate how science became part of the
growth of Australia.
Modern Western science began in northern Italy in
the shadow of the Renaissance and evolved over 250
years with empiricism at its centre, trumping mysticism
in relation to Man, Earth and the Cosmos. Fra Mauro
collected observations of geography in 1450 to challenge
the Ptolemaic view with his extraordinary map. In 1543
Andreas Vesalius’ observations of anatomy based on
human dissection replaced Galen’s texts based on apes,
DOES IT MATTER? |
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while Nicolaus Copernicus’ heliocentric conception
of the planetary system challenged not only Ptolemy,
but the dogma of the Catholic Church. These pillars
of empiricism were followed by Francis Bacon who
developed and promoted experiment, inductive thinking
and the scientific method (summarised in his Novuum
Organum,1620); and by two foundation experimental
scientists, William Gilbert, author of De Magnete (1600),
and Galileo with his wide ranging discoveries based
on observation and experiment which yielded new
laws of motion and physics especially as they related
to astronomy (1633). Galileo’s experiments paved the
way for Newton’s codification of classical mechanics.

Newton’s laws of motion and gravity established for
the physical world and the cosmos a unifying principal
expressed in mathematical formula and published in
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica in 1687. Melding with an emerging philosophy derived from the
Reformation, that promoted the importance of the individual, and a liberalism championed by philosophers such
as John Locke, they led to the Enlightenment movement.
This intellectual and philosophical movement
developed through the 18th century, promoting the
idea that humanity can be improved by rational thought
and change. In the highly regulated and hierarchical
European society of privilege, the tensions created by

“Terre de Diemen. Navigation” in Voyage de Decouvertes aux Terra Australis, M.M. Lesueur (1824)
The influence of science and the Enlightenment is powerfully reminded by the illustrations in the published journals of the great
French expeditions into the region of Terra Australis. Thus the voyage of Nicolas Baudin (1800–03) included fourteen naturalists
with expertise in natural history including anthropology and ethnology. It is not surprising that they had a scientific interest in the
lifestyle characteristics of Australian Aborigines.
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“Transit of Venus Observations”,
J. Cook (p. 141) in An account of the
Voyages . . . for making Discoveries in
the Southern Hemisphere (vol 2, 1773)
J. Hawkesworth.
This page from James Cook’s printed journal
illustrates the rigidity and selectivity of the
sharing of Enlightenment principles within
contemporary European society. At exactly
the same time as the “officers as scientists”
were measuring the transit of Venus, the
ordinary folk—the sailors—were stealing
nails in order to bargain for sexual favours
of Tahitian women.

the Enlightenment were major factors in promoting
revolution and explosive change. Colonial Australia
was very different.
British prominence in the promotion and exportation
of Enlightenment principles was based on solid
grounds, due to Britain’s leadership at the interface of
science and philosophy, and its imperial strength. Bacon
had established a framework for the modern scientific
method, and William Gilbert was his first disciple. In
the 17th century, Newton was joined by a crowd of
scientists who forged ahead in the natural and physical
sciences; to name a few, Robert Hooke, Robert Boyle,
William Oughtred, James Gregory, Edmond Halley,
John Ray and William Harvey.

Bacon had recognised a need for an independent
specialist society—and one was created by a group of
English scientists that included Robert Boyle and
Christopher Wren. The Royal Society with its motto
“Base nothing on words” began in 1660, with great
scientists such as Robert Hooke and Isaac Newton
becoming fellows. Its Philosophical Transactions, begun
in 1665, became the leading publisher of scientific
discovery for the next 200 years, including contributions
from Newton and Darwin, until Nature emerged in 1869
from the profusion of scientific journals that appeared
when publishing restrictions were lifted in the mid-19th
century.
One of the first activities of the newly formed Royal
DOES IT MATTER? |
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to Pasteur’s germ theory revolutionised biology. Its
introduction into Australia by Pasteur’s nephew Adrien
Loir, who prevented anthrax in Australian sheep by
immunisation, and John Ashburton Thompson’s
demonstration of the practical value of scientific
principles of epidemiology in controlling bubonic plague,
began a continuous stream of biological inventions that
remain dominant in contemporary science.
Geology shifted to dynamic studies of processes such
as glaciation and geomorphology, while continuing to
address big questions of evolution (Were there metazoan
fossils in pre-Cambrian rocks?) and plate tectonics.
Early chemistry began as analysis of natural products
but moved to more complex studies of metallurgy
and atomic structure. Anthropology moved on from
evolutionary anthropology to social anthropology,
concentrating on studies of cultural and racial interaction. Physics and astronomy stayed in the international
sphere with studies on the ionosphere, photography,
radiation and wireless. Advantages of a southern geography were extended with studies in the Australian
territories of Antarctica. While there was no dramatic
shift away from traditional strengths of natural history
and navigational science inherited from Joseph Banks
and James Cook, globalisation through communication
and an enthusiasm to compete on the world stage meant
a blurring of these traditional patterns in the post World
War II era.
This book is about heroes! There isn’t a place in the
coming chapters for every hero who made an important
difference. However there is, I trust, a thought provoking array of extraordinary yet largely unknown people
who forged a nation by using scientific methods to solve
problems. Collectively they established a narrative
of applied science influenced by the principles of the

Enlightenment and the “freedom to use one’s own
intelligence”. Science was public property and for
150 years Terra Australis was an experiment of the
Enlightenment. The idea of this book came from a
pondering after a working life in science, as to whether
contemporary science is in good health. To understand the question better, I searched the patterns and
details of science in Australia and found an unexpected
and amazing story of individuals—most previously
unknown to me—who used scientific method to shape
the Australia of today. In their time science was an
integral part of life.
If the misgivings I share with others about science
today are warranted, fuller knowledge of an earlier
period when results were more conspicuous may be just
as useful as criticisms, or more useful. To benefit from
history we don’t have to wind the clock back; and we
don’t have to pretend the past was a golden age in order
to find guidance from it for our own time. It is a fact
that in important ways conditions have improved for
science—the enhanced facilities and capacities mentioned
on the first page for instance. The opening of science
to women, who until current generations were mostly
excluded by rules and social norms, is an example of
overcoming a handicap which impeded science in
the period examined by this book. A society which
succeeded brilliantly, notwithstanding handicaps, surely
offers much from which we could beneficially learn.
Freed of such handicaps, can we not aspire to do better?
The story of Australian science can conveniently
begin with the influence imposed by two men—James
Cook and Joseph Banks. They mediated the spirit of
the Enlightenment, and initiated patterns of scientific
endeavour that became bedrocks of Australian science—
navigation science and natural history.

British Antarctic Expedition 1907, “General Map Showing the Explorations and Surveys” in The Heart of the Antarctic,
E. Shackleton (1909)
The map includes the tracks of two Australian geologists, Edgeworth David and Douglas Mawson (accompanied by a Scottish
doctor, Alistair Mackay) when they planted a flag at the site of the South Magnetic Pole, sought since the voyage of James
Ross seventy years earlier. This discovery completed a framework for terrestrial magnetism inspired by the German scientist
and explorer Alexander Humboldt eighty years earlier with his vision of a global map of magnetic lines of force. This idea of the
importance of magnetic survey was a foundation science for Australia, recognised by James Cook in 1770 and the French
explorer at his base in Tasmania, Antoine Bruni d’Entrecasteaux (1792). Georg von Neumayer completed a magnetic survey of
Victoria between 1858 and 1862, as part of the global plan.
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In the Beginning
James Cook earnt his opportunity to lead the scientific expedition
of the Endeavour through notable contributions to marine survey
made possible by a high level of astronomical knowledge.
His broad command and use of navigational science
place him beyond being just the first European to
discover the east coast of Australia (which was simply a
question of “when?”) and stand him as the foundation
natural philosopher of Australian science. Cook was not
just another navigator. He had sought out new methods
such as plane table surveying, which he learnt from
the surveyor Samuel Hatland, to combine land based
triangulation with offshore running surveys, by which
he could compile extraordinarily accurate and valuable
charts.
By 1768 when Cook left on the first of his three
voyages in the Pacific, he had published a valuable
portfolio of charts with sailing directions for two thirds
of the coast of Newfoundland. Following Cook’s death,
Henry Roberts in 1780 produced a summary chart of
the Pacific Ocean to accompany the journal of Cook’s
third Pacific expedition, highlighting discoveries of
Cook. This chart included all major island groups in
the “right” place. As a small scale map, it is remarkably
similar to an accurate modern map of the Pacific.
The voyage of the Endeavour, begun in 1768, during
which Cook discovered and charted the east coast of
Australia, was a scientific expedition promoted by the
Royal Society. The primary goal was to record the transit
of Venus across the face of the Sun on 3 June 1769 in
order to determine the solar parallax, representing the
true diameter of the Earth, so the distance of the Earth
from the Sun could be calculated with trigonometry,
using a formula designed by Edmund Halley. Cook
and the expedition astronomer were unable to obtain
accurate readings due to the blurring of transit edges, a
failure shared by observers of the transit at sites around
the world.
Their other astronomical observations included the
observation of the transit of Mercury off the east coast
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of Australia, and the first long voyage verification studies
of predicted positions of Sun and Moon recorded in the
first Nautical Almanac published in 1767. Cook used both
lunar distance and Jupiter moons as “celestial clocks”,
and estimated lunar distance accurate to half a degree.
These calculations were used to chart the Australian
coast.
Part of the attraction that led to James Cook’s appointment was his broad commitment to science. He is
remembered for his contribution to solving the riddle
of scurvy, known now to be caused by vitamin C
deficiency. Scurvy regularly decimated long haul crews
and death rates of thirty to fifty per cent were common.
Cook’s “clinical trial” testing malt, “potable soup”,
sauerkraut and rob (a boiled down citrus preparation)
was confused in its construction. It led him to conclude
that malt was the best antiscorbutic.
Such was the respect for Cook’s scientific abilities,
that this view held sway—indeed the Royal Society
rewarded him with its Copley Gold Medal. In fact it
was because of his attention to detail—emphasising fresh
air, cleanliness, clean cooking pots, and frequent stops
where fresh vegetables were collected—that Cook had no
deaths from scurvy on his 1768–72 circumnavigation.
His “antiscorbutics” contained little or no vitamin C and
made little difference. The problem at that time was there
was no concept of specificity in the causation of disease
and any factor “changing the balance of humours” was
considered adequate to account for differences in health
and illness.
Cook made a major difference to the health of
seamen in a general sense, despite delaying the use of
specific antiscorbutics in the British navy. Despite his
understandable confusion, his approach to managing
the conditions of sailors influenced Gilbert Blane who
introduced lemon juice for all navy sailors in 1785. It was

an effective anti-scorbutic which gave Britain an edge in
the Napoleonic Wars by enabling ships to remain at sea
for long periods.
Not only did James Cook bring the navigational
sciences to Australia, but his influence persists today
as Australians maintain leadership roles in physics and
astronomy.

Joseph Banks (1743–1820)
Joseph Banks was a naturalist and patron of Australian
science—but he was much more than that. He defined
the science agenda in Australia for fifty years, was the
gate through which all scientific endeavour passed, and
the catalyst for others wanting to progress in Australian
society. He saw Terra Australis as a laboratory for
English scientists but, with time, those he employed as
his technicians in that laboratory saw much more. Robert
Brown took the opportunity to become the leading

British botanist, while Allan Cunningham understood
the potential for an Australian independence.
Banks had all the trappings a wealthy amateur
naturalist needed—private tuition, talented travelling
companions, and managerial skills and contacts. He
was directly responsible for England taking the leading
role in world botany—to the extent that he facilitated
the acquisition of Linnaeus’ herbarium following
Linnaeus’ death, and ensured imperial England used its
influence to flood Kew Gardens with exotics from the
far reaches of empire. Before his life changing trip with
James Cook, he had travelled to Newfoundland and
in 1766 been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He
was the Society’s President from 1778 until his death in
1820, giving him extraordinary power in the world of
science.
After his return from Terra Australis he continued
to travel in search of new species—to Wales, islands off

“Some Observations on the Mode of Generation of the Kanguroo” in Philosophical Transactions
(of the Royal Society) (March 5, 1775), from E. Home
The “Kanguroo” became an immediate icon of antipodean natural history. It was presented to the British
public by a print included in Cook’s published journal—a bestseller that would be reproduced in many
languages and reprints. George Stubbs, known for painting horses, painted a stuffed skin of a kangaroo
shot when Cook was beached at the Endeavour River—the print was copied from Stubbs’s painting.
This was a period in France and England when there was intense interest in comparative anatomy as
part of a period of pre-Darwinian interest in the idea of evolution. In the Royal Society proceedings, Howe
adds to this discussion with a description of a unique anatomy of the female “Kanguroo’s” reproductive
system, relating this to an unusual sequence of fertilisation of the ovum. He includes comments from the
field made by a Mr Considon while serving as assistant surgeon in colonial New South Wales.
IN THE BEGINNING |
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a not uncommon fate of early botanists.
Others whom Banks commissioned include the chief
surgeon with the First Fleet, John White, George Caley,
Robert Brown, Ferdinand Bauer, George Suttor, and
finally Allan Cunningham, who would spend much of
his remaining life in Australia and New Zealand. A highly
professional and competent botanist, Cunningham was
a watershed marker representing the beginning of the
Australian resident scientist.
Joseph Banks recognised the scientific and economic
value of colonial botanic gardens, if only to facilitate
the transit of specimens back to London and “his”
Kew Gardens. During his time, botanic gardens were
founded in Sydney (1816) and Hobart (1818). His
legacy was an understanding of the culture of science
in relation to the remarkable opportunities for natural
history research in colonial Australia. What perhaps is
less obvious, is his impact on patterns of science that
evolved over the century that followed his death, and
on into modern times. While James Cook literally put
Australia on the map, Joseph Banks put a footprint on
the map of Australian science.

successively William and Joseph Hooker, to support
development of botany internationally. By 1900 there
would be thirty botanical gardens through the British
Empire, with six in Australia.
Between 1863 and 1878 an English natural historian,
George Bentham, initially commissioned by the
Hookers, worked to update the Australian herbarium
as part of the “Kew Series”. Any doubts that control
of Australian botanical science had shifted to Australia
were settled by the arrival in Australia of Ferdinand
von Mueller from Rostock, Germany, ostensibly for
his health, in 1847. His indispensable involvement
with Bentham in the creation of Flora Australiensis
demonstrated the “change in guard” with crystal clarity.

Von Mueller’s years were a defining time in Australian
botany. With an immense work output he established an
Australian credibility amongst his European colleagues.
The Kew team torpedoed close collaboration planned
between Bentham and von Mueller, despite the fact that
von Mueller would contribute his extensive Melbourne
herbarium to update Bentham’s publication. He went on
to add 520 new species in his Systemic Census of Australian
Plants published in 1882, amongst numerous additional
works.
Von Mueller used a modification of Jussieu’s natural
system of classification. It was then adopted by Charles
Moore, long standing director of the Sydney Botanical
Gardens, in his comprehensive Handbook of the Flora of

Colonial Natural History: Science Finds its
Own Feet (1820–1900)

with European colleagues on an equal footing, while
retaining respect for European experience and academic
skills. This influence would impinge on botany research
even after Federation.
A less obvious influence was the impact of being
in Australian environments on English scientists who
came for a limited time. Perhaps the best example was
Robert Brown whose four years in Australia profoundly
affected his ideas, and his subsequent stature as the
most respected botanist of his time. Brown was the first
great Australian scientist, benefitting from unaffected
opportunity bathed in the spirit of the Enlightenment.
Botanist David Burton was the first Banks Collector.
He arrived in 1791, and after just three months had sent
a large collection of seeds and plants back to England
before accidentally shooting himself the following year,
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After the death of Joseph Banks, botanical science was
closely associated with the development of botanic
gardens. The fortunes of early Australian botanic
gardens were tied to leadership from Kew. For a long
time however there was little dynamic activity by the
directors of Australian botanic gardens to encourage
the continued aptitude of English botanists. In the
immediate post-Banks period botanists at Australian
gardens restricted their activities to collecting and
classifying new species. By mid-century there had been
no attempt to update the comprehensive data set of
Australian flora since Robert Brown’s epic Prodromus
Florae Novae Hollandiae in 1810. With Banks gone a royal
commission in England was established when it became
clear that the Gardens at Kew were losing their gloss.
The findings of the commission brought recognition
of the imperial importance of science, and the value
of the nexus between Kew and colonial gardens. This
recognition licensed the father and son directors at Kew,

Thryptomene mitchelliana in Key to the System of Victorian Plants, Baron von Mueller (1885)
This species was first identified by von Mueller in 1858, and was included in his encyclopaedic System
of native Victorian plants. It is typical of his scholarly and detailed approach to the documentation of
Australian botany, and of his connecting of Australian science with international interests.
The Enlightenment Epiphany |
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the face of Australian descriptive botany and themselves
a link to commercial botany and the watershed with
plant ecology and physiology then developing in the
new universities.

Theodore Osborn (1887–1973)
T.G.B. Osborn was recruited to the Foundation Chair of
Botany at the University of Adelaide at the age of twenty
five with Classical training and experience in taxonomy,
plant pathology and agricultural botany. Like earlier
botanists in Australia Theodore Osborn represents a
watershed in science. In his case an academic switch
to study ecology in an Australian setting. Appointed in
1912, Osborn immediately recognised the importance
of using the principles of ecology—then emerging as a
science of its own—in an Australian environment. Initially
he addressed issues in forests to the immediate north of
Adelaide and then the very practical problems of grazing
in semi-arid regions, at a time when overgrazing was not
recognised. The reality was that the great saltbush and
bluebush plains faced becoming plantless deserts.
Osborn recognised the value of rural laboratories.
Graziers made land available from a station 400 km
northeast of Adelaide, the Koonamore Vegetation
Reserve, where an unreliable rainfall averaged around
20 cm per year. This programme continues after ninety
years, as the world’s longest continuous ecological
programme in arid country. It emphasises the importance
of long-term study in arid zone ecology where low
germination rates occur due to variable rainfall.
Osborn was one of the first academics to recognise
the value of separate research institutes where major
committed focus can be applied to solve problems and
advance science. He was the driving force in establishing
the Waite Agriculture Research Institute in 1924 on the
Urrbroe property, donated to the University by Peter
Waite.
In 1927 he moved to Sydney University where he
extended his research interests to coastal vegetation.
Throughout he worked on practical problems with the
CSIR. Being recruited back to the Sherardian Chair
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of Botany at Oxford was a tribute to his Australian
research. Following retirement, he moved back to
Adelaide. An inspiring teacher, he influenced many
young Australians, including his successors at Adelaide
Professors J.G. Wood and Rutherford Robertson, and
his legacy, the Koonamore Vegetation Programme.

Rutherford Robertson (1913–2001)
Rutherford Robertson’s contribution as a botanical
chemist was judged by some as being worthy of sharing
the Nobel Prize 1978 awarded to Peter Mitchell for ion
transport and energy capture in mitochondria based on
the chemiosmotic theory. Robertson’s research focused
on respiration in plants and its link to energy production
through phosphorylation and creation of high energy
phosphate bonds in ATP. He maintained his laboratory
science throughout a long and impressive career.
Guided by Professor Osborn in Adelaide he chose
plant physiology, working on mechanisms of opening
and shutting stomata on leaves. He was awarded a
Linnean Society scholarship to work in Sydney and
there obtained an 1851 Exhibition Scholarship to work
with Professor Biggs in Cambridge, on active transport
systems in plants—a short jump to mitochondria ion
transport and energy generation. Returning to Sydney
as war broke out, he switched to research practical
issues of importance such as how to prolong storage
time of apples, and what caused heat to be generated
in stored wheat. This brought him in close contact with
the CSIR, which would become an important part of
his professional life, including a senior appointment
that allowed both basic and applied research. He
would take most of the more senior positions in science
available in those times—Professor of Botany at Adelaide
and Sydney Universities, the Executive of CSIRO
and finally Director of a Research Institute in the
Australian National University. His teaching research
and administration skills and achievements merged in
a way few have managed. His work effort, prestigious
positions, and personality made him an influential role
model for many students and colleagues.

Zoology:

Better Late Than Never
From the time of William Dampier’s visit to the western shores of Australia,
Australian animals, from beetles to kangaroos, fascinated Europeans.
Collections were made for study in England and the
first museum in Sydney (1825) was to store specimens
for English interest. The collection made by Dampier at
Shark Bay is now kept in Oxford. The journals written
by the First Fleet authors and explorers documented
a fauna unknown to the western world. However as
Barron Field noted in Geographical Memoirs in 1825,
zoology fell behind studies of flora and indeed other
disciplines of science. Field expressed hope that the
arrival of Alexander Macleay the following year, as
Colonial Secretary for New South Wales, with his
world-best collection of insects, would be a catalyst of
change. Macleay came, and did much to stir interest
in science, especially zoology, and his great collection—
after being expanded and broadened by his nephew—
would be donated in 1890 to the University of Sydney
as the foundation of the Macleay Museum. Fascination,
however, did not lead to scientific research of any
real consequence in zoology, other than occasional
attempts to catalogue collections by such as Professor
George Bennett when he was Director of the Australian
Museum in Sydney.
There was little change until the appointment of
a German naturalist, Gerard Krefft, as curator at the
Australian Museum in 1861. Krefft had accompanied
fellow German Wilhelm Blandowski (1822–78) on
a collecting trip in 1857 around the junction of the
Darling and Murray Rivers. Krefft was then employed
cataloguing specimens in Melbourne. His cataloguing
of specimens stored at the Museum in Sydney plus his
papers on many aspects of zoology established standards
of scientific enquiry that were new to Australia, standing
out in a sea of amateur interest. Unfortunately, the
Museum was controlled by amateur “collectors”
opposed to Krefft and what he was trying to establish.

“A Fish taken on the Coast of New Holland etc” in
A Voyage to New Holland &c in the year 1699 (vol III).

Captain William Dampier (1703)
Dampier’s book demanded attention—in part because it
presented a “new” biology to the English public.

Krefft was illegally dismissed by the trustees in what
was a major scandal, made worse by his unorthodox
behaviour. Zoology’s dependence on Krefft can be seen
in a review of articles published by the Royal Society
of New South Wales. Krefft was one of the main
contributors, but following his departure, only one per
cent of articles addressed a zoological topic.
In the latter part of the century, the Proceedings of the
Linnean Society became the favoured journal in Australia
for zoological contributions, where they comprised
about one third of published articles, on topics ranging
from insects to monotremes. They were usually of a
descriptive or taxonomic nature, submitted by museum
staff, interested amateurs, and increasingly by academics
from across the colonies.
Blandowski shared a similar story to that of his
younger companion Gerard Krefft. Their expedition to
the junction of the Darling and Murray Rivers brought
back 17,400 specimens in twenty eight boxes. His
personality clash with the Professor of Natural Science
and Museum Director has an eerie resemblance to the
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“Birds of the Arnhem Land Exhibition” in Records of the
American Australian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land
(vol 4, 1963)
This last report published from the expedition records 191
species of birds, adding important new data on locality,
variations, breeding and migration.

later conflict of Gerard Krefft with William Macleay.
However, Blandowski lacked the scientific enquiry and
skills of Krefft, and returned to Germany and obscurity.
A new era for zoology came with the establishment of
universities and their chairs of natural history at Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide. Those appointed often had
a record and enthusiasm for research, but adjusting to
a new culture, building a department and curriculum
from scratch, left little time. A major challenge was that
“natural history” meant they had to teach the disciplines
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of botany, zoology, geology and often chemistry!
Zoology was not a strong suit of most early appointees.
The first specialist chair in zoology was Wilfred Agar,
appointed in Melbourne in 1919. During his long tenure
(1919–48) Agar struggled to find time for research,
though he supported academic aspects of zoology and
introduced new areas such as cytology and genetics. He
did develop a research interest in genetic traits of cattle,
which was a precursor to the use of genetic screening
in cattle breeding—a continuation of focus on economic
science from Colonial times.
There was a common academic interest in museums
as a source of material to study and teach in Melbourne.
One of the first acts of Fredrick McCoy, Melbourne’s
new Professor of Natural Science (1854–99), was to
commandeer the primitive colonial museum and site
it in University grounds. McCoy was a geologist more
than a biologist, whose long and tenuous career in
Melbourne was never without controversy. In Sydney
the controversy was more about the Macleay family
than the world class collection they donated to Sydney
University in 1890, while in Adelaide the Tate Museum
was assembled by Ralph Tate, integrated into the life of
the University, and seen as a legacy of a favourite son of
Adelaide University.
In New South Wales, the Zoological Society brought
together those interested in research. Its start was not
impressive, despite being organised around Professor
George Bennett (Australian Museum), Charles Moore
(Botanical Gardens) and Henry Parkes (the influential
politician). Science was always in conflict with practical
aspects of zoo management. After a period between 1861
and 1879 when the society became the Acclimatisation
Society of New South Wales, the organisation was
reshaped as the New South Wales Zoological Society.
The main goal between 1881 and 1916 was to establish
and run a zoo in Moore Park. It was not until the
Taronga Park Trust was established and the zoo was
moved to Taronga Park that science and research finally
became a priority.
The key to research was The Australian Zoologist
published between 1914 and 1920, with contributions
from museums and universities across the country.
Examples from the list of contents include: H. Burrell

“Great Barrier Reef Corals Plate
IV” in The Great Barrier Reef of
Australia, W. Saville-Kent (1893)
Saville-Kent, President of the Royal
Society of Queensland and Head of
Government Fisheries, presented
the most up to date summary of
corals and other constituents of
the Great Barrier Reef, interestingly
commenting on contemporary
bleaching and discussing the reef
in the commercial framework that
framed science in colonial Australia.

on monotremes; W. Dakin on marine zone ecology; W.
Froggatt on entomology and ornithology; L. Howeson
on evolutionary biology; L. Le Souef on mammals; A.
McCullough on icthyology; T. Johnston on parasitology;
W. Rainbow on entomology; and Professor of Zoology
T. Flynn (best known as Errol’s father) on marsupial
embryology.
The Challis Chair for Zoology at Sydney University
was initially given to William Haswell as the foundation
professor of biology, changing to zoology in 1913.
Haswell had come to Australia “for his health” and
quickly established a reputation amongst those who

counted, especially the Macleay family, as an informed
enthusiast for research in marine biology. He would
have an impact on zoology research until his death in
1925, with a programme in ecology of the continental
shelf. He was active in the Zoological Society and as a
trustee of the Australian Museum. He also produced an
important text on zoology.
Haswell was followed by Lancelot Harrison (1880–
1928), an Australian science graduate with a passion
for zoology. His long term research into host-parasite
relationships involving mallophaga (biting lice) was
world class, introducing the idea of study of a different
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